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Abstract 
 
A 2005 architectural call for papers asserted the sacrifice of absolute position for velocity, and the power of 
the flux of our times to sweep us into a time defined by its own flux. Earlier, Marc Augé wrote of airports and 
leisure parks as non-places. Between “hotel chains and squats, holiday clubs and refugee camps”, the 
measure of temporal and spatial flows varies hugely. Globalised 24/7 rhythms share little with those of 
European villages or with countries on the threshold between developed and developing. When iconic 
references to the latter appear in the former, questions of mediation arise. 
 
Designing in global contexts engages the virtual and produces embodied experiences. It can change how 
the world is presented to our reflection: what is visible and what can be said about it. 
 
By puncturing global flows, precariously juxtaposing specific moments and places, this paper charts 
transitional phenomena, flows of cultural appropriation, embodied experiences, and moments where possible 
worlds may appear. Rangitukia and the Auckland International Airport (New Zealand), Bärbach and the 
Tropical Islands Resort at Brand (Germany), and Apia (Samoa) will provide sites of inquiry.  
Disjunctive Flows 
 
The relevance of the moment has become eclipsed 
by that of its own passage, and absolute position 
has become an easy sacrifice for the velocity on 
offer. We have been at last swept by the flux of our 
times into a time defined by its own flux.1 
  
 
This notion of time bears an affinity with the non-places of Supermodernity, which Marc Augé quantifies as 
the total of all “air, rail and motorway routes, the mobile cabins called ‘means of transport’ (aircraft, trains and 
road vehicles), the airports and railway stations, hotel chains, leisure parks, large retail outlets, and finally the 
complete skein of cable and wireless networks”. Augé juxtaposes transit points and temporary abodes such 
as “hotel chains and squats, holiday clubs and refugee camps”, which – whilst sharing some conditions of 
Supermodernity – differ hugely in others.2  
 
Time is experienced differently in a transit camp than in a transit lounge. Similarly, its perception in Auckland 
(New Zealand) varies from that in Bärbach (Germany) or Rangitukia (New Zealand). Metropolitan 24/7 
rhythms share little with those of small European villages or regions on the threshold between developed and 
developing. When iconic references to the latter appear in the former, questions of mediation arise. Have 
“we” really been swept, “at last”, into a time defined by its own flux? Has the space of flows substituted the 
“space of places”, the spatio-temporal organisation of our shared experiences?3 Are the relationships 
between people, architectures and time shaped differently by traditional and contemporary forms of 
perception and memory? 
 
Global flows of capital, commodities and people not only articulate differently in different settings. These 
eminently spatio-temporal forces may in some instances have effects akin to Walter Benjamin’s concept of 
mediation through translation: anything but safe or static, a good translation risks the translator’s own 
language, to be “powerfully affected by the foreign tongue” (81) in a “central reciprocal relationship” (72) of 
mutual supplementation and renewal.4 Simultaneously, disjunctive flows also tend to augment divisions 
between senders and receivers, travellers and hosts, producers and consumers. Designing in global 
contexts necessarily engages the virtual. It also produces embodied experiences. It can change how the 
world is presented to our reflection. In Jacques Rancière’s terms, art and aesthetics can change the visibility 
of “places and abilities of the body in those places”, how spaces are partitioned and configured, and “the 
relation of the visible to what can be said about it”.5  
 
Puncturing global flows, and bringing specific moments and places into precarious aesthetic relationships, 
this paper charts transitional phenomena, flows of cultural appropriation, embodied experiences, and 
moments when possible worlds may appear. Rangitukia and Auckland International Airport (New Zealand), 
Bärbach and the Tropical Islands Resort at Brand (Germany), Apia (Samoa), and Surrey (UK) provide sites 
of inquiry and trigger theoretical concepts. How are sensibilities shaped in these different constellations? And 
how are desire and productivity distributed along the lines of flow? 
 
 
Velocity on offer 
Auckland Airport, New Zealand 
 
Rushing to the check-in counter, the traveller enters a compressed space-time.6 Passport and boarding card 
grant him admission to a transitional realm, where posters (like “‘snapshots’ piled hurriedly into his 
memory”)7 recall transitory experiences in a briefly visited land; brochures of what lies ahead stimulate future 
fantasies. Goods are purchased on credit cards; food consumed ‘on the wing’. Immersed in the spectacle of 
the present moment, the traveller may taste the “passive joys of identity-loss, and the more active pleasure 
of role-playing”.8 
 
Auckland Airport 2005. Photos: Author 
 
Onboard plane, time slows down as the vessel picks up speed – the cabin turns into a capsule or into Augé’s 
ideal vantage point which “combines the effect of movement with distance”, like the “deck of a ship putting 
into sea”.9 Everyday time recedes into an intense paradoxical fusion of chronometric and lived time. In a 
show of hospitality intended to represent an airline’s culture of origin, livery and branded objects ‘customise’ 
vastly similar spatio-temporal conditions. Air New Zealand flights, until not long ago, owed their local flavour 
exclusively to icons of Māori culture: tiki on cocktail stirrers, the ‘corporate koru’ on cutlery and seat covers, 
whakairo motifs on the cabin’s ‘wallpaper’.10 Radically decontextualised, these objects-in-motion appear 
stable only in the “time-stilled, space-slowed” cabin atmosphere.11 They point, as part of the global flows of 
images, to “relations of disjuncture” rarely visible to travellers, and “precipitate various kinds of problems and 
frictions in different local situations”.12 
 
Global flows, of different speeds, along different trajectories, relating differently to diverse localities, can 
locally produce fundamental problems.13 The whirling flux of her times may indeed prevent the long-distance 
traveller from engaging with, or even contemplating, the “plurality of places” she visits.14 It may not be visible 
to her how the flows, which the airline’s fit-out almost perversely gestures toward, are bounded by spatio-
temporal shores. From her position, it may be difficult to see how the apparently homogenous flows of 
capital, objects, images, and people around the globe can prevent a critical imagination of disjunctive 
experiences, of different “needs to know, to remember, and to forget”.15 
 
 
Absolute position and easy sacrifice  
(1) Bärbach, Germany 
 
Not even on a road map, Bärbach, a hamlet clustering around medieval cloister ruins in the Taunus 
mountains, seems to exude Germanic rooted-ness.16 Like Marcel Proust’s church in Combray, it occupies 
“four dimensions of space – the name of the fourth being Time”, the age-long repetition of the “gentle grazing 
touch of the cloaks of peasant-women” that left the old porches worn and furrowed.17  
 
 
Bärbach, 2004. Photos: Author 
 
My friend’s half-timber farm house in Bärbach is surrounded by dry stone barns, a kitchen garden and a 
large yard with a hundred year old walnut tree. The ceilings are low, the staircase narrow and worn. Amongst 
things that are long-lived enough to bear traces, the mad and reckless pace of Europe’s cities seems far 
away.18 The kitchen – full of ingredients and implements old and new – sports an espresso machine next to 
the original wood range. There is no palpable contrast between the ‘timeless’ serenity of house and garden 
and the satellite dishes on the roofs of a few surrounding buildings. Time here does not appear as a 
“succession of a sequence of nows”, future, past and present belong together.19 
 
The owner bought the house decades ago to spend the balance of her weeks here when not working in 
Darmstadt (an hour’s drive away on the Autobahn). Friends, and friends of friends from almost anywhere in 
the world, come here to rest, or to work with time to think. In a certain sense, this place, as place, has 
become “a refuge to the habitué of non-places (who may dream, for example, of owning a second home 
rooted in the depths of the countryside)”.20 City speed alternates with rural contemplation. Dial-up access to 
the internet slows down work and limits the download of information to the necessary. For non-paying house-
guests, computer work may alternate with gardening, preserving and light repair work on the buildings: the 
keyboard with hoe, sieve and hammer. 
 
Bernard Stiegler, exploring a production of time ignored by Martin Heidegger, argues that the prostheses 
through which humans engage with the world produce their producers: through the sedimentation of memory 
in artefacts, time emerges in the co-production of tools (as prostheses) and humans. Far from “being merely 
in time”, technics may increasingly “properly constitute time” as the time between scientific discovery, 
technical invention and technical innovation continues to get shorter in modernity.21 Technics – building, 
typing, or preserving – is, like language, a system of means exceeding its human users. As tools present the 
past through reflexivity (Erinnerung) and the future through anticipation, the pre-given combines with 
foresight.22 Human groups form around their relation to time, and “the relation to a collective future sketching 
in its effects the reality of a common becoming”.23 Stiegler thus outlines the contribution of the past to the 
production of future. 
 
(2) Rangitukia, Aotearoa/New Zealand 
 
But ‘future’ has dimensions beyond those considered by Stiegler. To Māori, we move backwards, rather than 
forward, into an unknown future.24 What lies in front is the past, which is intimately linked with whakapapa, 
with the lines of descent that locate a thing or person in time and space.25 Whakapapa translates literally as 
“to place in layers, one upon another”,26 thereby creating temporal relations, patterns and linkages between 
everything animate or inanimate. Thus, in Māori creation accounts, an “impersonal One” (a rising thought, 
memory, mind, desire) grows in a first world, in unpossessed and unbound nothingness.27 After a long-
lasting calm, the second world of stars appears. The third, phenomenological world begins with the violent 
separation of Ranginui (the Sky Father) and Papatuanuku (the Earth mother), which fundamentally alters the 
sense of time, and radically transforms space. Whakapapa – heaping layers in time – ensures the presence 
of the first within the human worlds. 
 
In Rangitukia, on the other side of the world from Bärbach and at the heart of Ngati Porou, the hapu and 
whanau (kinship groups) have, unusually and for complex reasons, retained legal ownership of much of their 
land.28 In Rangitukia’s wharenui (meeting houses), whakairo (carvings), kowhaiwhai (paintings), tukutuku 
(weavings) and people preserve and enact whakapapa (genealogy).29 From Stiegler’s point of view, their 
structural and sculptural elements would, as prostheses, embody the relationships of human makers and 
their world, and co-produce time. But the effects of sedimented memories in the material present can vary 
greatly. In a wharenui, a specific modality of thought is produced: rather than simply a symbol or 
representation of generations and the continuity of time, the wharenui is the body of the ancestor. The ridge 
pole not merely represents the backbone of whakapapa – it is the backbone. Entering into the body of the 
ancestor is also to connect physically with an extended ancestral structure of relationships. There is death in 
life and life in death. With every approach and turn, the present is part of the realm of the past, and the past 
forms the present and the future.  
 
Ohine Waiapu, Rangitukia, 2006. Photos: Author 
 
These places, New Zealand’s equivalents to the Bärbach ruin or the Combray church, are changed in their 
being when turned into ‘heritage’ to help sell New Zealand tourism. For, in the space of non-place they enter 
(with its urgency of the present moment measured in units of time), “there is no room … for history unless it 
has been transformed into an element of spectacle”.30 At airports and on airplanes, decontextualised 
fragments of the realm of wharenui and whakapapa bear witness to a commodification of culture that is often 
contested. After decades of protest by Māori, Air New Zealand discontinued the use of cheap replicas of 
Māori cultural images some years ago.31 While the firm continues to use Māori culture as a resource for its 
corporate/national identity strategies, it now entertains consultative relationships with Māori. This 
collaboration has improved the quality of the representations of Māori culture and makes their use more 
plausible in the strategies of corporate and national identities. 
 
Meanwhile, locals in remote places like Rangitukia, where the context of buildings and history is in some 
ways still intact, only manage to barely eke out a living. Since the 1970s, flows into the cities have led to 
demographic attrition, and subsequently to high unemployment in the region, which was in the past often 
compensated by Government schemes subsidising local economies. Under neo-liberalism, however, 
government policies have turned almost into the opposite. Access to global markets is now more important 
than a region’s social infrastructure. In 2004, the area around Rangitukia was classified as a ‘no-go zone’ in 
the Governments “Jobs Jolt” programme,32 which effectively blocks specific flows back from the cities: 
unemployed people wanting to return to their place of birth, say, to be with their elderly parents, would no 
longer receive the benefit. This policy may place even tourism at risk, one of the few remaining potential 
sources of employment.  
 
Organising transitory and vicarious experience, tourism thrives on the diverging qualities of space and time. 
In Rangitukia, it brings highly mobile tourists in their Maui campervans and tangata whenua (the people of 
the land) into a complex figuration. The travellers pile up snapshots of experience, whereas those living in 
the ‘no-go zone’ can feel trapped, “seeing how changes for everybody hardly represent changes for 
[themselves] or [their] community”. This experience creates a distinctive sense of place and time in 
Rangitukia, of which a place-less conception of time cannot conceive.33 
 
 
Time defined by its own flux 
(1) Hinemihi o te Ao Tawhiti, Surrey, UK 
 
Earlier flows in space saw Māori navigating the Pacific for centuries, long before European colonial 
expansion produced Western modernity.34 In the nineteenth century, people and even houses sailed from 
Aotearoa to the English colonial centre. While records are patchy, they do indicate that, as early as 1809, 
Ruatara, a Nga Puhi chief from Rangihoua, left New Zealand to meet King George III; a person of rank from 
Kororareka (Russell) came to England on a whaling ship in the early 1820s and, to survive economically, 
joined Captain Samual Hadlock’s travelling exhibition of ‘Northern Curiosities’;35 Wiremu Toetoe, a Waikato 
chief, and his relative Te Hemera Rerehau passed through England after their stay in Vienna in 1859, and 
met with English royalty before sailing back to New Zealand;36 King Tawhiao and his delegation visited 
London in 1884; and the New Zealand Native football team toured Britain from 1888-1889. Māori houses 
also travelled to destinations in the United States (Ruatepupuke, Chicago), Germany (Te Wharepuni-a-Maui, 
Stuttgart, and Rauru, Hamburg), and to England (Hinemihi o te Ao Tawhito, Surrey). 
 
Hinemihi o te Ao Tawhito was bought in 1893 for 150 pounds by the then Governor General of New Zealand, 
the Earl of Onslow.37 Built originally for the needs of the Ngati Tuhourangi community at Te Wairoa, Hinemihi 
was subsequently shipped to England, as a souvenir of the Earl’s time as New Zealand’s colonial governor, 
to be reassembled at Clandon Park in Surrey. Today, she is visited regularly by Ngati Ranana (a group of 
London-based Māori) and other New Zealanders. Hinemihi is in the ownership of the UK National Trust who 
firmly refused a request for repatriation in the 1980s.38 However, ongoing contact has meant that the Trust 
accepts that the wharenui “has living qualities based on their ancestral origin” for Māori and a brochure 
accordingly refers to her as a person.39 For Anthony Hoete of WHAT_architecture, London, she “bears the … 
imprint of a living Māori culture that uses motifs such as carving as a proxy for the transcription of language. 
Hinemihi thus expresses the identity of the Māori community that created her (and its London based 
diaspora).”40 Jim Schuster, one of the descendants of the original creators and involved in the imminent 
restoration project, regards Hinemihi as “a piece of home a long way from home” for members of Ngati 
Ranana, which will give them “some idea of who they are”.41  
 
Hinemihi o te Ao Tawhiti, 2005. Photos: tikitour. 
 
Hinemihi’s restoration raises interesting questions about architecture in the space of flows: Where does she 
belong and to whom? The UK National Trust considers the “much travelled and exotic building” of “immense 
cultural significance”. An interdisciplinary team is to “address mistakes made in earlier restorations and to 
ensure her long-term future”.42 Consulting with the Māori community is considered crucial for an appreciation 
of her cultural significance, and Māori artists and craftsmen will be involved. But what about Māori 
architects? Might their knowledge be vital if Hinemihi is to be “a living building, a building that can breathe, 
change and develop much like a living being”?43 The answer to these questions depends, amongst other 
factors, on what counts as knowledge in such a project. Might the trust conservators’ desire for authenticity 
block the flows of space asked for by Ngati Ranana? Who has answers, given that her absolute position was 
lost a long time ago? 
 
 
(2) A Samoan Fale in the global village 
 
In 2005, a Samoan troupe performed Pacific dances at Tropical Islands Resort at Brand, Germany, which 
also houses a Samoan Fale. These appearances make manifest accelerating flows of bodies and 
architectures in space. Around 2003, Colin Au, Chinese Malaysian multimillionaire with a background in 
luxury cruises, planned to bring “the tropics to Germany”,44 into the gigantic disused hangar originally built for 
the production of hightech-aircraft. CargoLifters, as the aircraft became known, were enormous zeppelins 
with cargo compartments large enough to transport oilfield equipment and other heavy machinery around the 
world. When the high-tech, high investment scheme went belly-up, the hangar was auctioned off and Au 
acquired it for 17,5 Mio. Euro. It was to house “rainforest flora and fauna and six villages representing 
indigenous cultures in Malaysia, Thailand, the Congo, the Amazon, Bali and Polynesia”.45 Like the ambitious 
CargoLifter scheme, the resort’s construction hinged on advanced technologies in the space of flows: 
transporting capital, human bodies, objects and images around the world – physically and virtually.  
 
Different from Hinemihi, the Fale at Tropical Islands was built specifically for the resort: Au travelled to Apia 
to commission the Samoan Tourism Authority (STA) with its construction. STA, in turn, invited local tufuga fai 
fale (master builders) to submit tenders based on the working drawings supplied, using local traditional 
materials and drawing on local skills. Some months later, the Fale was shipped to Germany, where it was 
erected by the tufuga in the centre of the Tropical Village. Samoan performers subsequently flew to Germany 
to perform dances from a number of Pacific islands to a German and international public in a defunct aircraft 
hangar spanning the tropics. 
 
Samoans input into the choice and design of the Fale was limited and, after completion, they had and have 
no influence on subsequent decisions about its use. Initially, the building housed special functions with 
important guests, in front of whom the troupe performed on the stage opposite. Subsequently, it was 
reserved as a dining space for visitors who bought the “Maharajah for one Day” package.46 In 2007, the 
empty Fale was made accessible to the general public before it became the Kalmoa-Lounge, which “is 
perhaps the most Tropical of the lounges at Tropical Islands. It's [sic] circular pile construction is authentic, 
and it is smaller and simpler than the more refined Thai House. Here you'll really feel like a King of the 
Jungle!”47. The Fale, as some of the other houses, has been consistently used to differentiate the thousands 
of visitors that are expected on a daily basis, from locals to globetrotters. Personalising spaces and 
bestowing status are strategies to counteract characteristics of Augé’s non-places,48 the instrumental use of 
space, the pervasiveness of 24/7chronometric time, and elements of surveillance. Thus, until recently, x-ray 
machines associated with security procedures at airports flanked the entrance. 
 
 
Entrance to Tropical Islands Resort, 2006. Photo: Author. 
 
As at some airports, iconic images are used at Tropical Islands Resort to anchor the space under the huge 
grey steel dome in an imagined exotic paradise. To this end, authenticity and original local context of the 
buildings are emphasised relentlessly. The website claims that the Tropical Village is composed of “authentic 
houses from 6 tropical regions of the world”, which “were constructed on site at Tropical Islands by craftsmen 
from their respective home countries”.49 The Fale is described as a “particularly large”, “typical Polynesian 
straw hut”, “a sort of ‘community house’ for several villages”, with “28 beautifully carved wooden posts 
[representing] one of the participating extended families”.50 None of these statements is correct and the Fale 
is as radically decontextualised as the objects-in-motion in the aircraft cabin above. All buildings in the 
Tropical Village (Thai House, Bali Pavilion, Amazonas Hut, Borneo Long House, and Kenyan Mud Huts) 
point to “relations of disjuncture” that visitors can only intuit, rather than clearly recognise, and whose 


















The Earl of Onslow at the end of the nineteenth century, and Colin Au at the beginning of the twenty first, 
mobilized non-European architectures in their respective times’ space of flows. While their ventures differ in 
important respects, they also show that, far from being universal and homogenous, the flux of our times is 
articulated in topologies with disjunctive currents, speeds and directions. In Manuel Castell’s words, 
subordinate people are caught in time-bound localities while elites occupy the timeless space of flows.51 
Explorations of different worlds are interrelated and context-dependent, but these connections are invisible if 
spatial conditions are eclipsed by geopolitical notions formulated primarily around time. What, in this context, 
will be the “productive consumer, the desiring subject”, at Tropical Islands Resort or Auckland International 
Airport?52  
 
These questions are complicated by the fact that the distinction between space and time has its own 
problematics in the recent history of Western philosophy: Henri Bergson, for instance, passionately rejected 
the conceptualisation of time as “the four[th] dimension of space”.53 Not only does this concept tend to 
reduce time to a chronological, homogenous model of ‘space-time’.54 The spatialisation of time also “makes 
the world appear still, temporally crystallized in a snapshot”.55 This crystallisation of time, however, can afford 
insights (in the sudden constellation of the dialectical image) which Benjamin appreciated.56 Like Bergson, 
Benjamin rejected an understanding of time as homogenous and empty, and criticised the notion of historical 
progress which is intimately related to it. However, his metaphors of time are often spatial, as when, in 
Richard Sieburth’s words, he regarded history as “parataxis — time scattered through space like stars, its 
course no longer taking the form of progress but leaping forth in the momentary flashes of dialectical 
constellations.”57 
 
Heidegger distinguished between authentic time, in which future, past and presence are mutually related, 
and inauthentic time, which is a mere succession of nows. As true time, ‘time-space’ (a literal translation from 
the common German word Zeitraum) is open in all directions and preserves in the present what was denied 
in the past.58 Heidegger’s notion of time also rejects linearity: “Its own past – and this always means the past 
of its ‘generation’ – is not something which follows along after Dasein, but something which already goes 
ahead of it.”59 Heidegger’s treatment of time was thus very spatial, and yet he tried to establish time’s 
primacy. Time-space, with its mutual openness to each other of future, past and present, “provides a space 
in which space as we usually know it can unfold. The self-extending, the opening up, of future, past and 
present is itself pre-spatial; only thus can it make room, that is, provide space.“60 His endeavour to establish 
time’s primordeality and to fully distinguish time from space failed, according to Yoko Arisaka, because 
temporality and spatiality are “equiprimordial, each mode articulating different aspects of a unified whole”.61  
 
The abandonment to the flux of time, and the sacrifice of position, that is evident in the call for papers for 
thresholds that opens this paper, seems to perpetuate a tendency to privilege time, and particularly future, 
over space. As Nelson Maldonado-Torres points out, however, too exclusive a focus on time could (in the 
competitive confrontation of time and space, as the temporalising and spatialising forces making up human 
experience)62 lead to a forgetfulness about spatiality that is likely to reproduce Europe and the West as 
privileged epistemic sites and to sideline non-European ways of thinking.63 
 
 
Forms of visibility 
 
When iconic references to local environments appear in globalised sites, questions of mediation arise. 
Benjamin’s account of story telling, as an exchange of experience through embodied interaction,64 employs a 
dynamic and open-ended concept of mediation, tending towards a virtual that is much needed when 
designing in global contexts. In “The Task of the Translator”, Benjamin shed light on the potential of a good 
translation to realise aspects of an original that could not be released in its own language. To that effect, a 
translator has to risk his own language, let himself be “powerfully affected by the foreign tongue”, and 
embrace a “central reciprocal relationship” of mutual supplementation and renewal between languages. Then 
it may be able to find the potential between the lines of the original.65 A bad translation, on the contrary, is 
often characterised by excessive literalness or realism which cannot convey the original’s meaning. There is 
a disjunction between original and translation that requires to be recognised. And, so, a translation, “instead 
of resembling the meaning of the original, must lovingly incorporate the original’s mode of signification, thus 
making both the original and the translation recognizable as fragments of a greater language, just as 
fragments are part of a vessel“.66  
 
This imperative is lost in the attempts to make global non-places ‘look like’ specific local places mentioned 
above: the tiki, koru and whakairo in the case of Air New Zealand and Auckland International; the Fale and 
the people belonging to it in its original context in the case of Tropical Islands Resort. On the latter’s website, 
in particular, the Fale’s cultural contexts are mediated in a manner unlikely to realise potential that might be 
difficult to express in a Samoan idiom. More likely, this translation will reinforce in visitors their beliefs that 
they are part of the elite in the space of flows, in its centre of power and progress.67 A translation that would 
reveal something of Hinemihi that was not visible in its original state is more likely to be delivered by Ngati 
Ranana’s use and enactment of Māori rituals in a global context, than by the painstaking preservation efforts 
of the UK National Trust to keep Hinemihi’s construction and form ‘authentic’. The differences between the 
two villages that are cut off from the spaces of flow, Bärbach and Rangitukia, are difficult to render and can 
perhaps only be comprehended through experience in the space of places. Both are affected by the space of 
flows, but they are so in very different ways. 
 
As Jacques Rancière reminds us, the mediation of perception can change how the world is presented to our 
reflection – the visibility of “places and abilities of the body in those places”, how spaces are partitioned and 
configured, and “the relation of the visible to what can be said about it”.68 Rancière insists on the unity of 
aesthetics and politics. Art, or aesthetics, is political and productive when it suspends “the ordinary 
coordinates of space and time that structure the forms of social domination” and shapes “a specific 
sensorium” that allows us to apprehend something differently from what we know under the modes of 
distributing space and time that we are used to.69 Experiencing the disparate local configurations of the 
scenarios in this paper may change our perception of the global flows, undercurrents and turbulences in 
which they are immersed. In contrast, imagining the world as a one-world-village, as the Tropical Islands 
Resort invites its visitors, is likely to lead to a perception that denies the different effects the temporal, spatial, 
and social aspects of capital (with its predatory mobility); information technologies (as measures of 
interconnectivity);70 and people (tourists, businessmen, political and economical refugees) may have in 
different places. Architecture, articulating these tendencies,71 is experienced differently in different localities.  
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